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Chp-169
When Liu Ruolan heard the butler's words, she understood why did these people save
her?
Perhaps, these people might be the one who had adopted Liu Juan and they saved her
thinking she was Liu Juan.
Liu Ruolan knew that these people could be bad as Liu Juan had told her that day, but
at least they wouldn't try to kill her like Mr Jin.
However, the problem was, these people were looking for Liu Juan and not for her. If
she told them that she was Liu Ruolan and not Liu Juan then perhaps, they would kill
her or punish her for running away.
As far, Liu Juan's was concerned, her whereabouts were still unknown!
Moreover, Liu Juan didn't want to live here, so there wouldn't be a problem for Liu
Ruolan to be here and pretend to be Liu Juan, right?
They looked similar and until now, no one was able to differentiate them.
She was now in this situation because of Liu Juan, so it was her right to be here as Liu
Juan!

Thus, she decided to lie.
…
As soon as Bo Xiao heard Liu Ruolan, he narrowed his eyes. He didn't know why but
now his intuition was screaming out aloud and saying that this girl was lying.Find
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visiting.
However, at that instant, a hidden devil inside him suddenly arose and stopped Bo
Xiao from interrogating the girl in front of him to speak the truth.

He knew that Liu Juan was a different girl and she might replace him by making him
lose his special position in his boss's team.
Liu Juan was a threat for him, so it would be better to eliminate her!
The butler sighed a relief after hearing Liu Ruolan's confession. He was really worried
that if this girl would be Liu Ruolan rather than Liu Juan, then their boss would
definitely finish them without a second thought.
Moreover, he was more worried for Bo Xiao. He knew that Bo Xiao had worked so
hard to earn the position where he was today. If Bo Xiao would lose his position
because of this girl, then nothing could more pitiful than this.
"I will go and let the boss know this news." The Butler said and left.
"Stay outside for a while." Afterwards, Bo Xiao said to the nurse.
The nurse who was standing beside Bi Xiao was blushing while taking a glimpse of
his handsome face every now and then. Even though they were trained to control their
emotions and to be professional, but as soon as they saw Bo Xiao's handsome face or
heard his melodic voice, cold water was poured on their training.
However, when she heard that Bo Xiao wanted her to leave him with this little girl
alone, a girl who came out of nowhere and made Bo Xiao so worrisome, she furrowed
her brows while shot an angry glance to Liu Ruolan and reluctantly left the room
because she could not overrule Master Bo's orders.
Liu Ruolan didn't know why Bo Xiao sent the nurse outside?
However, she didn't feel at ease under Bo Xiao's constant gazed. It was as if he had
caught her lies and he would definitely punish her.
"Sit down." Bo Xiao said sternly.
Liu Ruolan immediately got up and sat down lowering her head. Even though her
body became numb and a sudden movement caused her pain, but she didn't dare to
make a sound.
She was just praying that Bo Xiao didn't catch her lie.
Sadly, her prayers did not get accepted!
Because, soon, she heard Bo Xiao's voice "Where is Liu Juan?"

